
Starting at only $299 for a custom fit driver with graphite shaft and a 
matching headcover.  

Dozens of shafts available for every weight, flex and profile.  
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Since inception in 2000 Bang Golf has been a leader in designing and manufacturing golf 
drivers for Long Drive Contests. Scott Smith using the Bang-O-Matic driver still  
holds the World's longest drive of 539 yards for over 15 years.  Bang also holds the 
Woman's World long drive record of 362 yards! The Bang-O-Matic driver has won 6 
world long drive championships since its debut in 2004 plus having 4 staffers in the Top 
12 in the World Championships using the Bang O Matic driver.  

Bang Golf titanium drivers feature a heat treated 15-3-3-3 Beta Titanium face that is 
thinner than conventional titanium allowing for maximum COR/CT rebound effect.  A 
unique wave design on the top plate called Flow Alignment System (FA) directs more 
energy from the club head to the ball with less power dispersion. Most modern-day 
drivers deliver only 78% of the proper directional energy toward the ball with 22% 
dispersion of energy. With the unique Flow Alignment System technology, the energy 
transfer rate is increased up to 94%. This contributes to a straighter and farther drive! 
And finally, the more costly tooling design using Cup face design enlarges the effective 
face area and sweet spot.

But don’t be mislead.  The Bang drivers are not just for the long drive professionals.  
Their innovative technology is valid for the everyday golfer and will help with the longest 
and straightest drives you’ve ever hit.



CNC Milled Wedges

The Bang-O-Matic Center Cut Wedge series is the only iron/wedge product series 
that extends from 45* through 65* in both RH and LH. It also features a 

revolutionary innovation in the design that differs from cavity, blade or muscle 
back. It is made of forged soft metal with CNC milled face and back. The Bang-O-

Matic wedge has an extreme sole weight that is wide enough to help your fat 
shots to still be good shots! Weighting is low to help you get the ball into the air, 

as well as moving toward the toe to keep the center of gravity away from the 
hosel and below the center of the ball. The Bang-O-Matic wedge is an ultra game 
improvement tool with CNC milled face engravings for a better backspin control.

$115 for a Forged Steel CNC Milled Head with a Wedge Flex Steel Shaft
$140 for a Forged Steel CNC Milled Head with a Kinetixx Graphite Wedge Shaft 

Either shaft can be a high launch or X stiff high spin version
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